
Why our* BRAIN research focuses on the brainstem

Rodents explore their environment with orofacial sensory organs controlled by brainstem circuits.

These circuits coordinate motor actions into behaviors.
They contain paths from sensory organs to motor plants.
Their electrical dynamics are amenable to control theoretic analysis.

*U01 NS209059 “Revealing the connectivity and functionality of brainstem circuits”
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Traditional atlas = anatomical reference model

Uses:
- Identify areas on section images.
- Guide surgery, injection and electrode placement.

Problems:
- No variance
- Cannot be updated
- Highly subjective

Printed atlas (Franklin & Paxinos) Allen Reference Atlas



Proposed atlas:

● 3D anatomical model with mean and variance of structures - more robust in use

● Updateable from new data - more adaptive, keep up with progress in field

● Delineations made by objective rules - can be automated

● Serve as framework for compiling cell types, projections, etc. across laboratories



Our approach:

- Associate a texture classifier with each structure to detect them on new images.

- Use detection results to register new images to atlas.

- Update atlas based on registered new data.

- Project the atlas onto the images, serving as automated structure annotation.

Our tools:

- CryoJane® tape transfer system for precision mounting of sections

- Software for automated structure detection and 3D registration



Nissl series,
CryoJane-sectioned 

Multiple subjects co-registered in 
the atlas space

Anatomical reference model 
“the atlas”

Automated annotation 
of structures



Data
- Eleven P56 C57BL/6 mouse brains
- 20 μm sagittal sections, ~400 per brain, stained with Nissl
- 0.45 μm pixel resolution



Each brain is reconstructed as 
a 3D volume by aligning 
consecutive sections using 2D 
rigid transforms.

Reconstruct volumes 
from image series

Virtually re-sectioned in coronal

hippocampus

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QZ9dtwwU4Q
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Initial atlas

Manually annotated brains
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Atlas building pipeline - (a) Bootstrap initial atlas
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Atlas building pipeline - (f) Compute mean and variation, form new atlas
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Manually annotated brains

Atlas building pipeline - Manual annotation



Annotate images
- Form initial atlas and provide initial training data for texture classifiers
- Two brains, draw contours around major structures
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Multi-plane mode
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Initial atlas

Manually annotated brains
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Bootstrap reference model using annotated brains

Convert 
contours to 
3D models

Annotated brains
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(b) Classify 
texture
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Train binary classifiers to recognize patches inside vs. outside each structure
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Textures represented with convolutional neural networks

- Encode an image patch into a feature vector.

- Alternating convolution layers and subsampling layers of various sizes.
- Output of each layer modulated by nonlinear function. 
- Several fully connected layers at the end.
- Pre-trained on natural images, also applicable to histology images.



Filters @ Convolution layer 1

These low-level filters resemble Gabor filters (simple 
cells in mammalian visual cortex).



Filters @ Convolution layer 2

These mid-level filters are more complex combinations 
of low-level filters.



Output @ Fully connected layer

Neurons at the output of fully connected layer compose 
the feature vector of this patch.



Predict: Assign each patch a score vector, form score maps
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Reconstruct 3D score volumes from 2D score maps

#160 #170

#190 #200

Example patches with high score

Facial nerve



#195 #200

#210#205

Example patches with high score

Nucleus of trapezoid bodyReconstruct 3D score volumes from 2D score maps



Locus coeruleus Area postrema Nucleus ambiguus

Trigeminal motor nucleus Hypoglossal nucleus Abducens nucleus
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(c) Globally align atlas to subject

Compute a 12-parameter 3d affine transform 
that maximizes total overlap score.

- grid search + gradient ascent

Sections from the registered volume
(colored loops = structure contours of atlas)

Atlas roughly 
matches subject
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(d) Adjust each structures separately

For each landmark, compute a 6-parameter 
3d rigid transform that maximizes overlap 
score with its corresponding score volume.

Atlas matches 
subject more 
accurately. 

The result can be 
used as automatic 
annotation of the 
subject brain.

Blue: globally aligned
Green: individually aligned
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The atlas in the 
standardized coordinate space



Subject (red) registered to the atlas 
(white)



Facial motor nucleus in the atlas 



Facial motor nucleus of the subject 
(red) registered to the atlas (white)



2 brains (red, blue) registered to 
the atlas (white)



3 brains registered to the atlas



5 brains registered to the atlas



All 11 brains registered to the atlas



Facial nerve



Pontine nuclei



Ventral lateral lemniscus



Trigeminal motor nucleus



14 structures across 11 brains 
co-registered in the atlas space
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Variation of structure centroid positions across 11 brains



Variation of structure centroid positions across 11 brains
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What have we gained?

- Conception and realization of a new type of digital atlas
- Development of tools, including automated annotation and 3D registration

Where are we going?

- Semi-supervised learning based on registration result
- Cell-oriented representation of textures
- Utilization of atlas with fluorescent somatic labels and viral circuit tracers

What does the future hold?

- Migration from physical sectioning to optical sectioning and X-ray tomography
- Dissemination of code to community for brain-wide atlases across species
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Semi-supervised learning based on registration results

- Automated annotations give more training data

-
-
-
-
-

- Discover new structures by detecting homogeneous subvolumes consistent between subjects.



Cell-based representation of histology texture
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Multiplex with other stains (cell types, tracing markers)

Nissl
NeuroTrace Blue
(blue channel as grey)

Use NeuroTrace as a bridge to map fluorescent images to the 
Nissl atlas. 
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Thank you !


